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The President’s Column
By Doug Robertson
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“Bar Budget Surplus—A
Good Problem to Have!”

The Whatcom County Bar Association has built up significant
cash reserve over the last few years. This reserve was generated by
an increase in Bar dues to address potential tax liability facing the
Bar. Given the magical skills of Dennis Williams, that issue is successfully behind us. So at the end of 2011, the Bar expects a surplus
of cash in the approximate amount of $27,000. The officers have
agreed that the Bar membership must decide what to do with the
surplus.
This article is intended to motivate debate at upcoming Bar meetings. The discussion below is not an endorsement of any of the positions promoted.
1.
Maintain appropriate operational reserves: All ongoing operations should
maintain a reserve in case of future financial stress. This is a lesson now been learned
by all tiers of our government. No such operational reserves are required for the Bar.
One could be funded out of the current cash surplus. An appropriate amount of reserve for the organization like ours could be anywhere between $2500-$7500. Such
business reserve could be maintained in a separate savings account for the sole purpose of addressing future financial difficulties of the Bar.
2.
Give it back: one option is to refund the Bar members who paid dues since the
inception of the fee increase. In evaluating this option, the Bar would have to dedicate funding for bookkeeper/accountant undertake the analysis and paperwork necessary to identify the appropriate amount refunded to each Bar member.
3.
Get a free lunch: the Bar could decide to simply use these funds to ensure that
over the next 3 or so years, everyone eats for free.
4.
Just sit on it: the Bar could simply retain the full amount in reserve. This
would not just before operational reserve, but held to fund future projects that the Bar
would approve. One thought being that the Bar could use these funds as seed money
to support a fourth judge, electronic filing, or other program to increase judicial efficiency.
(Continued on page 3)
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5.
Give it to nonprofits now: we have a number of nonprofits in the community
that the Bar currently supports. All these are facing severe financial problems. All or
part of the reserves could be distributed this year as additional donations. The Bar
would need to establish criteria for such gifting, open up an application process and
then make decisions on how much and to whom the reserves would be donated.
6. Purchase the current president a 1964 Jaguar XKE (green) roadster. I have
had countless bar members mention this as a prudent option. Well, at least one.
In the next two board meetings, I will open up discussion on this issue. I look
forward everyone's input so that a well reasoned decision with regard to our reserves
can be made.

Editorial Note:
Well, as we are the editors, it is only appropriate that
once in a while we actually editorialize or at least provide the
Journal with a theme issue. This issue has a theme, it is vacations, and by coincidence and unknowingly, both of us were recently in Hawai‘i at the same time and on the same island. Unfortunately, neither of us knew the other was there, but it did
serve as inspiration for the newsletter. So put on your goofy
Hawai‘ian shirt to read this issue.
Yes, we realize that Rajeev wrote last month about vacations, but as private practitioners who eat what they kill, winter… the time between
Christmas present buying and Tax Refund receipt… is a slow time, as Alex mentions in
his article on health, and we have nothing better to assuage our rumbling tummies with
than thoughts of vacation. Even better, we both bit the bullet, and decided that rather
than sitting in our cold offices twiddling our thumbs waiting for non-existent clients,
we both escaped to warmer climes! A good choice, if we do say so ourselves.
~R & A.
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Hawaiian Lullaby” also “Why Alex Ransom Will Never
Plan My Vacations”
(Disclaimer: Alex Ransom is a great guy)

Stop. Stop right there. Stop reading this article,
and flip to page 8 first and read Alex Ransom‘s ―Stay
Healthy‖ article. Read that, then come back here, it‘s
necessary to the foundation of my article. I‘ll wait. …
…
...Oh!? Back already? I know lawyers are fast
readers, but? Well, okay, in any case you got the gist of
his story, right? My favorite part was: ―1-week fightcamps in Hawaii aren’t for everyone.‖
REALLY!? I read Alex‘s article with a bit of horror. The idea of going to Hawai‘i for the purpose of getting punched in the face repeatedly by 20-somethings who are training in Mixed Martial Arts,
and then taking a break by jogging up a steep mountain… sounds more like a punishment, than a vacation. Then again, Alex can pointedly demonstrate that he is in a much healthier condition than I am,
which is important. Maybe that‘s just me, everyone has a different sense of fun and relaxation; after all,
I did choose to spend my time off, trekking through the jungles of Bangladesh trying not to die, 1 before
retreating to Hawai‘i to recuperate. Yes, it‘s probably the fact that my own parallel experience in Hawai‘i was pretty much the opposite.
I stayed in the sleepy west end of the north shore of Oahu; mostly native Hawaiians, no hotels or
commercial luaus and the shops open at 10am and close by 4pm. Just peace and quiet. Definitely no
martial artists punching me in the face. I napped on the beach, I split a bottle of pre-mixed Mai Tai with
a friend, and floated on my back out on the waves for so long, enjoying the weightlessness... that the locals got worried that I had died and sent someone to check on me. I basically let the waves, rain and
wind lull me to sleep every night… my own personal relaxing Hawaiian Lullaby.
Basically, I had the opposite Hawaiian experience that Alex did, as far as I can tell, and it worked
for me. Had I come back to work, straight from the Subcontinent I would have been a stressed out, exhausted and underweight mess. Taking the time to relax and just drift on happy thoughts really did recharge my batteries; in fact, I think the happiest day I have ever had on the job, was the very day I came
back to work. It was just great. The only thing that troubles my mind right now is that I am kind of
starting to wonder how much I can get Alex to pay me to make him run up and down local mountains
and round up local hobos to throw punches at him. I bet I can provide these services for less than a
(Continued on page 5)
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ticket to Hawai‘i.
Joking aside, there are other things about Hawai‘i that fascinate me, and actually involve the practice of law. The first thing I noticed was an absolute lack of law offices, which is something I usually
have an eye out for when I travel. Yet, all the law can‘t be done in Oahu, because I found the cutest little courthouse which was a small little residence previously. Searching via the internet, I cannot find it,
but I have learned a lot about the Hawaiian court system, in determining that it cannot be a municipal
court. Oahu has an interesting system, the entire island is a unified Municipality and County, with a
―Circuit Court‖ that acts like our Superior Court, and a ―District Court‖ that acts like our district court,
but also hearing all county administrative law violations, yet only dealing with misdemeanors when jury
trials are not involved (jury trial gets the case transferred to Circuit Court); the district courts also seem
to have several ―rural‖ branches, which is interesting, given that Oahu is a 1/4 of the size of Whatcom
County. Hawai‘i also has Family Law and Real Property and Tax Appeal Courts, separate from the
criminal/civil courts. 2 So, I still don‘t know what this cute courthouse was, but it was fairly far removed from any of the regular courts, so perhaps it serves as an occasional court… maybe not a bad
idea for Whatcom, have the Superior Court hear matters in Kendall or Sumas once a month. 3
When I got back to the mainland, I called up the Mawsons immediately to ask them ―Are you
crazy!? Why did you ever leave Hawai’i?!‖ As some of you may know, the Mawsons, of Mawson &
Mawson Attorneys PLLC, originally practiced in Hawai‘i for many years. Mr. Mawson, who grew up
in Hawai‘i also unintentionally taunted me describing how cordial and easy it was to practice law there
compared to here, though he did say it was more formal in court. In the end though, when I think about
it, the reason most of us don‘t move to the islands en masse is probably the same, we have family on the
mainland, and Hawai‘i is far away. It would be hard to be so far removed from the rest of the world,
once one got sick of the beach, the warm weather, the scantily clad attractive people and the good
food… Hmmmm, I guess so.
Mr. Mawson also mentioned to me, that racial tension is often very high. This interested me
greatly, because as some of you may know my favorite area of law is Constitutional and International
Law as it applies to Native Americans, and there was a chapter in my Federal Indian Law casebook in
law school on the issues involving indigenous Hawaiians and the legal complexities of their situation. I
found this even more interesting after my trip, because my time on the North Shore felt very much as if
I was on a giant reservation. It is hard to explain, but let‘s just say I felt it, as someone sensitive to racial tension (I fled D.C. for that reason) and who spends a decent amount of time on different reservations, I‘ll just trust my instincts as the factual situation is somewhat analogous. Native Hawaiians, who
make up roughly 23% of the population, do not constitute a major body of land owners despite their cultural and religious connection to the land, and Native Hawaiians are worse off than any other ethnic
group present in Hawaii in terms of health, education, crime and employment. 4 Understandably, given
the forcible overthrow of Hawai‘i‘s Constitutional Monarchy in 1893 and the involvement of U.S. marines, there is some lingering tension, which has been exacerbated recently.
In Rice vs. Cayetano, the U.S. Supreme Court held that ―Native Hawaiian‖ is a racial and not a
political or tribal status. 5 This is problematic, as it reversed a long line of case law recognizing the rela(Continued on page 6)
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tionship between the United States and Native Hawaiians as a guardian-ward relationship, analogous to
the United States and Native American relationship. Previously, like Native American tribes, blood
quantum was used to determine who was eligible to have a say in determining the management of certain trust assets left for the benefit of Native Hawaiians. In Native American tribes, there is no violation
of the 15th Amendment, as it is viewed as an internal affair of a quasi-sovereign. The Supreme Court
held, however, that the trust funds were held by the State of Hawai‘i and therefore were not quasisovereign and trustees could not be selected by its beneficiaries by virtue of their race, nor could it limit
the trustees to Native Hawaiians. This action spurred an increase in the Native Hawaiian rights movement, as it threatened the primary remaining asset of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.
When the U.S. annexed Hawai‘i it came into possession of about 1.75 million acres of crown and
government lands that the provisional ‗white‖ government had appropriated. Prior to this, Native Hawaiians did not exercise fee simple claims to land, but instead were primarily all permanent agricultural
tenants of crown land. Almost immediately, much of the land was sold off at discount to absentee white
landowners, and the evictions started en masse. By the 1920s, the U.S. government acknowledged that
its ―wards‖ were dying off in great numbers and had fallen into extreme poverty. In parallel to the actions taken at the same time to address issue with Native Americans, the U.S. offered up to 200,000
acres (roughly 12% of annexed lands) for homesteading. Of course, with the help of lobbyists of the
primarily white sugar plantation owners, most of this land was unsuited for agriculture or residential usage (like many Native American reservations) and the program failed miserably.
Recognizing this, when Hawai‘i became a State in 1959, the Act admitting it to Statehood turned
over the remaining Crown lands to the State in trust for the betterment of Native Hawaiians. This trust
relationship has not always been executed, and has a rich history of litigation by Native Hawaiians forcing the State to act, and resulting in the Hawaiian constitutional convention on 1978 which resulted in
the trust being managed by Native Hawaiians, until 2000 when the U.S. Supreme Court found it to be in
violation of the 15th Amendment. The U.S. Federal Government has attempted through the Senate and
Executive Branch to remediate this situation with an Office of Native Hawaiian Relations, while the Hawaiian State Government and its Congressional Delegations have attempted to create and advance the
recognition of a parallel ―quasi-sovereign‖ Native Hawaiian governing entity for Hawai‘i. The Native
Hawaiian Government Reorganization Act has failed to reach the Senate floor for a vote every year for
the last ten years, due to non-Hawaiian opposition of any sovereignty and Native Hawaiian opposition
of anything less than complete sovereignty.
Just like the gentle lapping waves that sung me to sleep each night have deep unseen currents roiling beneath them, so too does the idyllic and peaceful island life have simmering tension below it.
Endnotes
1— If you are wondering why I didn‘t write about the results of my expedition to Bangladesh, I wasn‘t sure about the
―applicable‖ legal angles I could bring to the table while answering the questions you would have… so I stuck that at the
end of the bar journal, where it would only bother interested parties. If you don‘t know what I am talking about, see last
month‘s article: http://www.whatcombar.org/docs/nl201102.pdf
(Continued on page 7)
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2— http://www.courts.state.hi.us/courts/courts.html
3— Or hey, how about Blaine? I would love to see all those B‘ham attorneys scramble when I give them a call the night
before letting them know I would be walking across the street and showing up at Ex-Parte, requesting motions for shortening time and emergency temporary orders affecting their clients, as they so love to do to me.
4— Getches, David H., Charles F. Wilkinson and Robert A. Williams, Jr., Cases and Materials on Federal Indian Law
922 (5th Ed. 2005).
5— Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. 495, 120 S. Ct. 1044 (2000).

CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

alex@ransom-lawfirm.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
Great Bedroom Set - $500 Perfect for setting up a home; includes bedframe and headboard; dresser
with full set of drawers with full mirror attached; and a smaller nightstand with drawers. Makes anybed
room look beautiful. In good condition with beautiful faux-mahogany finish, well cared for and in storage– attorney owner had to move. Held in trust by Rajeev. 206-214-5177.
The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House.
1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX. 3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STORAGE RM W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET. CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON,
skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base.
Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company.
Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office.
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STAY HEALTHY!
~By Alexander F. Ransom

Pant . . . pant . . . steamy breath escapes me
like smoke from an old train. Lake Padden was virtually empty this Sunday morning in mid-January.
And for good reason. It could‘ve been Sunday in
Antarctica. Whatcom County was experiencing extra-cold temperatures following a snow storm days
before. You’re crazy, I thought, while running. I
know, answering back. This run was unpleasant.
Old sports injuries ached and groaned, mocking my
warm up and threatening mutiny. Frozen air punctured my lungs like iced arrows. Ungloved hands
became painfully, woefully numb. Muscles
Our Author… post-pummeling?
responded slower than usual, as if running through water. It was difficult to break a sweat. This
was not a workout, but a pain threshold indicator. Is this staying in shape through the winter?
Fuhgetaboutit!
―You need a break,‖ said my friend, Monique, over dinner. I was commiserating my horrible run and generally ugly affect as of late. ―Look at you, you‘re crawling the walls. Go take
a man trip to somewhere warm!‖ I pondered her advice. She’s right. I’m a wreck. January is,
generally speaking, a more difficult month to run a solo practice. Potential clients tend to covet
their finances after the holidays. Quarterly taxes, WSBA dues and organizational membership
dues add to monthly overhead costs. I was tired from conducting a jury trial the week before.
My post-trial recovery period – yes, I‘ll call it that – left me irritable and off-balanced. Worse,
Seasonal Affective Disorder and the movie Black Swan inspired a whole new level of winter
madness. You think I‘m kidding. Time for a vacation.
―Yes, come over,‖ said Haru Shimanishi, in thick Japanese accent. I breathed a sigh of
relief on my cell phone. Haru was a long-time mentor and friend who lived in Honolulu. In another life, Haru trained me when I fought amateur boxing and kickboxing fights as a youth. We
lost touch when I entered college and recently rediscovered each other on facebook. Nowadays,
Haru teaches mixed martial arts at Hawaiian Martial Arts Academy in Waikiki. ―But no party,‖
he cautioned. ―We train here. Go play in sun during day. I kick your butt at night.‖ I laughed,
and immediately booked a 9-day vacation which included the flight, car and hotel. At approximately $1500, my upcoming vacation was fairly cheap. I was ready.
Fast forward two weeks. I‘m sparring a younger, stronger and taller version of myself at
Haru‘s gym in Wahiawa. The kid‘s name was Aaron. Whoof! I get lucky and sneak a body
(Continued on page 9)
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shot to Aaron‘s solar plexus under his hooking reach. He‘s hurt, albeit briefly. I get cocky. Old
man strength, I think, in a moment of cockiness. Aaron slips my left hook, dances out of range
and quickly recovers. He shoots for my midsection and takes me down. Dang, I thought,
knowing my ground game sucks. Old man slowness. In seconds, Aaron has my back and sinks
a choke. I tap before blacking out. Old man wisdom. Am I done? Not a chance . . .
―Get up! Again!‖ shouts Haru, black stars building in my eyes. These evening workouts
were perfectly grueling. As luck would have it, Haru was training novice MMA fighters for an
event at the Filipino Community Center in Waipahu, Honolulu. Aaron was fighting. I volunteered myself for sparring. I‘ll spare more details on my performance, but I will say this: many
years ago I was quick, strong, and have a great chin. Those days are pretty much over. Nevertheless, it felt great being humbled by Aaron and other fighters gearing up for war. Was it better
than running Lake Padden in January? Oh, hell yes.
On Haru‘s advice, I found time to run Koko Head Mountain, which is located on the east
side of Honolulu. It was beautiful. I reveled in the sun on my back, the sweating, the purge,
and the Hawaiian air whispering life into ever-strengthening lungs. It takes about 20 minutes to
climb Koko Head. I was rewarded with a picture-worthy view of Honolulu‘s eastern coast.

Mt. Koko Head’s gentle climb
1-week fight-camps in Hawaii aren‘t for everyone. However, Hawaii is an ideal spot to
begin or restart your exercise regime, no matter what your fitness level. You‘re miles away
(Continued on page 10)
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from the office. The climate feels perfect in the 70‘s – 80‘s. Slightly humid, but not unbearably
so. Great restaurants with a broad cuisine of tasty, low-fat foods. The sun heals the skin, warms
the body and makes us produce much-needed Vitamin D. And there‘s something about exercising in Hawaii. The location gives energy back to every step, every breath of a good workout.
Ironman competitions started here. The locals are happy, healthy and in decent shape. Tourists
stroll and jog at all hours of the day. Yes, Hawaiian health is infectious.
The trick is to maintain momentum after returning from vacation. Take walks (avoiding
Lake Padden in January). Join a health club. The downtown YMCA and Bellingham Health
and Fitness have low monthly rates. The YMCA and Bellingham Athletic Club have a pool for
lower-impact exercise. If you‘re like me and into warmer workouts, then consider joining Bikram Yoga on Railroad Avenue. Yoga is one of the few exercises bringing holistic health benefits
with low risk of injury. Yoga gives prana (life force energy), flushes toxins, improves flexibility,
stimulates digestion, gives a decent cardio workout and strengthens bones, tendons and muscles.
I‘m a fan. Next to swimming, yoga is probably the best exercise one can do.
Our practice is demanding. Studies show that at least one of every ten legal professionals
deal with an addictive disorder (drugs, alcohol, gambling, sex, work, food) during their professional careers – some estimates as high as 25%. Indeed, the Washington State Bar and the Oregon State Bar found that over half of the disciplinary cases are caused by these impairments. 1
The cost to our clients is staggering: missed court dates, inadequate preparation, irrational or unsound decisions, etc. It costs us. Society pays a price in terms of increased medical costs, accidents, and loss of productivity. Members of the public, of course, bear the brunt of public ire
and outrage.
Consequently, we owe it to ourselves and our clients to stay healthy. They place their
lives, property and finances in our hands. Healthy diet and exercise is paramount to operating at
peak performance. You‘ll be surprised how much better you feel. Trust me, you‘ll find yourself
happier, healthier and more productive.

Endnotes
1– http://www.nclap.org/docs/impairment.pdf
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ACROSS THE LINE:
By Scott Railton
1305 11th Street, Suite 301

MARCH

BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE
Cascadia Cross-Border Law

Bellingham, WA 98225

Tel: (360) 671-5945

srailton@americanlaw.com
Fax: (360) 676-5459

www.americanlaw.com

—————————————————————————————————————————————-

U.S. and Canada Issue Northern Border Security Declaration.
President Obama and Canadian Prime Minister Harper issued a joint declaration this past
month on sharing resources for securing the northern border, after years of discussion. The joint
declaration is entitled ―Beyond the Border: A Shared Vision for Perimeter Security and Competiveness.‖ The agreement is somewhat short on real particulars, but covers a lot of territory
(pun intended), laying out the direction we can expect things to go with U.S.-Canada border security in the next few years.
The essence of the agreement is intelligence sharing. The U.S. and Canada will increasingly
share border information, while attempting to preserve each nation‘s sovereignty and rights to
privacy. Notably, the declaration proposes combining records of entries and exits, so that both
countries can know who has come and gone. The U.S. has long wrestled with how to track exits—letting Canada do it may be the common sense answer.
The agreement ties border security to economic security. For instance, the agreement states,
“We recognize the importance of implementing measures that contribute directly to the economic security and well-being of our two countries and intend to advance initiatives that accelerate job creation and economic growth through trade facilitation at our borders.” Other notable quotes from the joint declaration include:
We share the largest and most integrated economic partnership in the world, with over $550 billion in bilateral trade goods and services in 2009.
The mobility of people, goods, capital and information between our two countries has helped
make the U.S. and Canada open, democratic, prosperous and secure.
An increasingly integrated and globalized world, with new and emerging security and economic
risks, requires us to be innovative.
We build on the efforts of many partners-from police and other emergency workers to our armed
forces.
We value and respect our separate constitutional and legal frameworks.
(Continued on page 13)
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We recognize that greater sharing of information will strengthen our ability to achieve the goals
of this vision.
We expect to use a risk management approach where compatible, interoperable and-where possible-joint measures and technology should proportionately and effectively address the
threats we share.
We intend to work together to engage all levels of government and with communities, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sectors, as well as with our citizens, on innovative approaches to security.
We intend to build on existing bilateral law enforcement programs…and to pursue transnational crime investigations.
We intend to work together to promote the principles of human rights, privacy, and civil liberties
as essential to the rule of law and the effective management of our perimeter.
The joint declaration touches on numerous other topics of great interest to some, such as an
integrated cargo security program, enhancing trusted traveler programs like NEXUS, protecting
health, cyber, and communications security, and multiple references to intelligence sharing.
The joint declaration came out within a week of a GAO report which declared that interagency cooperation is needed at the border to improve on security. As you know someone
would, Senator Lieberman went on the record then to say the northern border is allowing ―easy
passage into America by extremists, terrorists, and criminals whose purpose is clearly to harm
the American people.‖
Representative Larsen took issue with this, stating that a more balanced risk management approach to border management is necessary to facilitate trade while keeping Americans safe. Locally, there seems to be optimism in the Obama-Harper declaration, inasmuch as Canada and the
United States have centered on some rational principles for credible risk management of the
northern border.
Briefly… Remember the Minutemen?
One of their former leaders, Shawna Forde, has now been convicted of murder in Arizona for
a 2009 home invasion robbery that turned into the murder of a father and 9 year old daughter.
The purpose of the robbery, according to reports, was to fund Forde‘s organization, the
―Minutemen American Defense.‖ Forde formed this offshoot organization after being expelled
from the ―Minutemen American Defense‖ in 2007, according to Chris Simcox, founder of the
original Minutemen. Forde used to reside in Washington, and ran for Everett City Council in
2007.
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TRIAL IN ACTION: THE PERSUASIVE POWER OF PSYCHODRAMA
~By Alexander F. Ransom

Trial theory is fun. It‘s interesting. From Reptile 1 to Rules of
the Road 2, numerous books written by experienced trial attorneys
give perspective on how to successfully conduct jury trials. What
persuades juries? What turns them off? Trial In Action: The Persuasive Power of Psychodrama 3 is one of the newest books to
broach the subject. In short, the authors explain how to use psychodrama in trial practice.
Psychodrama is defined as ―the science that explores the truth
through dramatic methods.‖ It‘s an action method during which participants show a group
what happened rather than tell what happened. Psychodrama is more like improvisational
theatre rather than scripted drama. It is a spontaneous acting out of scenes from the protagonist‘s (storyteller‘s) life, in the moment, the here and now. Psychodrama uses a great deal of
physical interaction and role-play. The psychodramatic method includes five elements: the
stage, protagonist, audience/group, auxiliaries, and the director.
The authors discuss how jury trials, like psychodramatic sessions, also have five elements which parallel or correspond to the elements of psychodrama: the courtroom (stage),
your client (protagonist), the jury (audience or group), the witnesses (auxiliaries), and you,
the lawyer (director). The role of the trial lawyer in a courtroom is like that of the director of
a psychodrama; for the director is the guide and the helper in getting and telling the protagonist‘s story.
They say the most important requirement of enacting psychodrama is, interestingly,
knowledge of oneself. You have to have done enough of your own work, be familiar enough
with your own story, so that you can intuitively understand where the protagonist (in a legal
case, the client) needs to go to tell his or her own story. You must understand the emotions
that flow from the events of various scenes in a story.
The authors of Trial in Action believe lawyers commonly make the mistake of intellectualizing our practice, especially jury trials. It‘s what law school taught us. However, by using psychodrama to first understand yourself, and then others, we can bridge the gap between
our emotions and our intellect. ―When we speak the truth that comes from our hearts, when
we are real, honest, and fully present in the moment, we have great credibility and great
power.‖
Trial In Action is a complete work. The authors illustrate an overview of psychodrama,
(Continued on page 15)
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its origins, and the history of how trial lawyers have used it. A description of a traditional
psychodrama session is included to help understand the power of this method and its therapeutic impact on those who participate in such sessions. The next session of the book turns
to a description and explanation of several specific tools and techniques of the psychodramatic methods that trial lawyers use most often. The book discusses several in detail and
gives specific examples to demonstrate how attorneys can use them to not only find and explore the story of a client‘s case, but also prepare for trial. The last portion of the book shows
how to apply these tools to each portion of trial, from jury selection to closing argument. Finally, Trial in Action provides a glossary and appendices of opening and closing arguments in
a medical negligence case argues by one of the authors.
I was impressed with the tips on jury selection. I join many attorneys in believing that
jury trials are often won and lost based on voir dire alone. If done correctly, voir dire holds a
powerful mystique. It educates the jury and gives them a taste of what‘s to come. Trial In
Action recommends a ―Reflect, Relate, Resolve‖ approach to voire dire. The authors emphasize jury selection is a human exchange. Jurors need to be warmed up. They need to know
what concerns us, the attorneys, about the case (again, self knowledge is important). Potential jurors must be listened to and validated. If successful, voir dire builds trust between the
attorney and group, a phenomenon called ―tele.‖ Trial In Action provides subtle psychodramatic techniques toward getting there.
Overall, Trial In Action is an impressive work. The point of using psychodramatic
methods in preparing and trying cases is to be the best advocate you can be for your clients,
and to practice in a way that is satisfying, honest, and human. Yes, the goal is winning, but it
is not always the goal. Using these methods allows us to relate with our clients and other
witnesses. Especially, it allows us to connect with the most important people in the courtroom, the jurors. ―It makes discovering and telling our clients‘ stories easier and threedimensional,‖ states the authors. ―It brings humanity into the courtroom, facilitates empathy,
and stimulates greater creativity and spontaneity.‖
Endnotes
1 –David Ball, Don Keenan, Reptile: The 2009 Manual Of The Plaintiff‘s Revolution, Balloon Press, 2009
2 –Rick Friedman & Patrick Malone, Rules of the Road: A Plaintiff Lawyer‘s Guide to Proving Liability, 2nd Edition, Trial Guides, LLC 2010
3 –Joane Garcia-Colson, Fredilyn Sison, Mary Peckham, Trial In Action: The Persuasive Power of Psychodrama,
Trial Guides, LLC 2010
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Whatcom County Bar Association—The Minutes
February 2, 2011
Northwood Hall, Bellingham, Washington
I. Call to Order:
President Douglas Robertson called the meeting to order at 12:15.
II. Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests, and New Members:
President Douglas Robertson recognized the judicial members present and introduced new members and guests. The following members of the judiciary were introduced: Commissioner Dean Brett, Commissioner Thomas Verge and Commissioner David Thorn., Page Chance, and Catherine O’Connelle introduced as staff members at LAW Advocates.
III. Approval of January Minutes:
The January minutes were unanimously approved.
IV. Law Advocates Report:
It was replaced with its annual meeting. A full discussion is contained in the business section of the minutes.
V. Committee Reports and Announcements:
Treasurer’s Report: WCBA Treasurer Erin Crisman Glass presented the February 2011 Treasurer’s Report. As of this date,
there were 131 members, $17,935.00 in deposits for the month, and an ending balance of $42,121.38.
Washington Women Lawyers – Whatcom County Chapter: No announcements
Law library: No announcements
Young Lawyers: They have arranged a Debtor/Creditor CLE for March 26th. Attendees will have an opportunity to participate in a Debtor/Creditor Street Law that follows. Presentations will be made by Laughlan Clark, Sallye Quinn and
Tom Lester. A flier is coming. For more information, email Shoshana.
Bar Rules Committee: The Bar Committee on local rules met and have developed a list of topic areas and are looking to
other county’s court rules on mandatory settlement conferences, ADR, pro tem and calendaring. Mike Heatherly and
Paula McCandlis are working hard on that research. The next step is for the committee to meet with the judges and
determine the scope of rules to be developed and proposed. Expect to address topic areas for a roundtable discussion
next meeting. The roundtable will occur later.
Announcements:
WCBA officers proposed adoption of the current budget now and to take care of the budget surplus later. At the request of Robertson, a motion was made, seconded and then passed adopting the 2011 Bar Budget as published.
President Robertson requested ideas from the membership on how to use the surplus. Those ideas will be thrown into
bar news to foster discussion at future meetings.
WCBA officers proposed a definition for ―New Members.‖ It would be used to determine discounts on membership.
A ―New Member‖ is anyone applying for membership to WCBA for the first time. The new definition and the discount received should encourage membership. The definition was accepted without objection.
Michael Brodsky let the WCBA know that the Whatcom County Humane Society is looking for board members. His
wife, Janet, has more information and can be reached at his office.
The members were reminded that the public hearing for the proposed new jail was set for 2/3/11.
WCBA members that signed up for the Whatcom civil rights project were thanked.
VI. Business:
The annual meeting for Law Advocates started within an overview of 2010 by Scot Swanson. He began by proposing new
board members for approval by WCBA.
Betsy Brinson
Douglas Robertson – Ex Officio
Junga Subedar
The new officers for 2011 were announced.
Jim Britain – Chair
Tom Mumford – Vice Chair
Dan Parsons – Secretary
Alan Knutson – Treasurer
The new directors and officers were approved by vote of the membership.
(Continued on page 20)
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During 2010 Law Advocates served 1,208 people and saw an increase in the need for service to domestic violence victims,
veterans and the disabled increase by more than 40 percent. More than 3,000 total pro bono hours were logged by the in-house volunteers. Demand for both the tenant clinic and Debtor/Creditor clinics grew. Six sessions of the new third-party custody clinic
were held.
Jim Britain gave his thoughts for 2011. Law Advocates is currently in good financial shape, but it is not immune to the
budget challenges facing the state. We lost our long-time champion, Kelli Linville, and the legislature is facing substantial budget
cuts. He reminded us that Law Advocates is part of the WCBA and we must remain vigilant. We need to get out there and bend
ears about it.
In 2011 the Access-Id program will become part of one Street Law each month. Volunteers will be trained to staff the sessions. Mr. Britain also asked the WCBA to spread the word about Law Advocates in the community to garner support.
The existing board and their terms of service were announced.
Tom Mumford – Vice Chair – 8 years of service
Dan Parsons – Secretary – 3 years of service
Alan Knutson – Treasurer – 3 years of service
Scot Swanson – Past Chair – 4 years of service
Stephen Gockley – ex officio from EAJ – 15 years of service
Sandy Holtzman – 2 years of service
Robin Mullins – 4 years of service
Bryan Page – 1 years of service
Mary Kay Robinson – 1 years of service
The advisory members who have carried the heavy loads forever were also announced.
Ron Morgan – 11 years of service
Kirsten Barron – 12 years of service
Dennis Williams – 15 years of service
The departing members were announced and thanked for their service.
Dominique Zervas – 6 years of service
Tom Lester – 2 years of service
Amy Robinson
The staff and volunteers for 2011 were also announced.
Page Chance – 2007 homeless disability access
Olivia Danville – return to cover Jaime
Christine Dow – 230 hours
Becca Wilder – 111
Catherine O’Connell – recent hire
Janice Holmes
Linda Reed
Ariel Hagstrom
Jamie Blouir
Ben Knauss
Raj Patrao
Jill May
Penny Henderson
The Pro bono prize winner for February was Sandy Holtzman. She received a Mount Bakery gift certificate.
Hannah Stone was honored as an outstanding volunteer for her work helping a Cuban couple with immigration issues.
Tom Ashton was also honored for his tough fight for a Law Advocates client that consumed 85 hours of work.
Finally, we were all reminded of how blessed we are to share the WCBA with some truly good people and fine lawyers. Dan Raas received the Joe Pemberton Award for his continuing dedication to the profession and its responsibility to
make access to justice available to all.
VII. Guest Speaker: None.
VIII. Meeting adjourned: President Douglas Robertson adjourned the meeting at 1:00.
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Expedition to Bangladesh:
Rajeev’s After Action Report
Hi! I‘m back. I even, against odds, have all my limbs.
I‘m not sure how to report back a month‘s worth of hair-raising adventures in the 3rd world, and it
would be impossible to transcribe my pages and pages of hand-scrawled notes and maps, so I just decided
to edit, stitch together and publish some portions of my letters I wrote describing the highlight of my trip,
and the achievement of my goal. As you may recall from last month‘s issue, I was following some clues
in search of my paternal ancestral Bari in deepest darkest Bengal. For those not satisfied, you will have to
wait for the book or connive to get yourself invited to my slide show.
Here‘s what happened, and the pictures are from the trip:
After clawing my way through what is undoubtedly Asia‘s dirtiest and densest city, I immediately ran into
my first obstacle, as the first of my many breadcrumb clues crumbled. Talking to the Ferry Masters at the port, I
learned that neither from Dhaka nor my secondary choice of departure ports, were ferries going to Banduraghat
anymore- they just plain and simple no longer went there. Upon hearing this (and very slowly translating it into
English my head), I felt a great weight, but I was just trying to figure out what to do when I met my "fixer" Mr.
Noor Islam.
Mr. Islam decided, upon hearing my story, that I just have to go
any way I can, and I agreed- so he said he would put me on a bus, but
first he wanted to take me on a tour and his price was low, so I went.
(important disclaimer: CHILDREN, DO NOT GO PLACES WITH
STRANGERS YOU MEET AT THE HARBOR!) We jumped onto a
small oared raft, and away we went onto the large flowing Buriganga
river that flushes through the heart of Dhaka. Navigating between huge
freighters and ferries we made our way to the other shore, and to a drydock... or at least what passes for one in Bangladesh. Tens of HUGE
hulks hauled up on shore and balanced with wood and bricks, being repaired or frames being built from scratch. Hundreds and hundreds of
men on each boat with little hammers chipping away. Then to the
"forge" where they re-cast broken ship propellers in baked mud molds in the earth... there was a veritable collection of ancient maritime steamer equipment, and large engines from all over the world that were being re-bored by
hand, etc. Then it was.... *drum roll*... into the slum! Packed thousands and thousands, wall to wall, tiny cell to
tiny cell. From there I hopped back onto another oared raft, and was rowed to South Dhaka, where my Fixer
searched for buses going in the direction I wanted. He could not find one going to Bandura, so I said, "the hell
with it- I'll just go in that direction and see what happens," so I hopped on a bus towards Nawabganj, the provincial center of the district where the village of Bandura is, and where I was to search for "the man with the
limp..." (which incidentally, is hard to say in Bengali).
Okay, where was I? Yeah, so I hopped on the bus going "Thataway!" And by hop on, I mean I got flung
onto the gearbox, so I was straddling the engine chassis next to the driver and heat from the engine was blowing
up at me and except for the crowd around me, I had no handholds. Normally this would not be a problem, I think
even in crazy urban traffic, which is exactly like Indian traffic, of which you have probably heard the whiteknuckled stories about. However, as dense as Dhaka is, it ends abruptly, and you are thrown into the rural coun(Continued on page 23)
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tryside... beautiful green fields of rice and mustard, with delicate white herons picking their way past stick-figure scarecrows clad only in shirts... and
also, unmaintained roads. These roads are built up on elevated embankments
to avoid flooding, and the drivers take advantage of the relatively light rural
traffic to accelerate as much as possible, potholes and "bridge is out signs" be
damned. So it has the danger of Urban driving, with the added elements of
higher speed, worse roads and elevation (there actually is just as much traffic). I get to do this for a looooong time. Hours maybe- asking every once in
a while if we had reached anywhere I should be aware of.
Eventually I did reach Nawabgunj, and pled with some old men to help me find the right van going in the direction of Bandura. Once I tell my story about my quest to find my ancestral home and my village, most people
will drop whatever they are doing to help me along. The major things I hear though, before they help me is: "You
have no family here? You have no idea where you are going? You are alone? ...You really shouldn't be doing this,
can I convince you to go back to Dhaka? No? Well, if that is your quest, you must go forward. Please be safe."
On arriving in Bandura, a fairly busy market town straddling the small river Ichimati, my clues for my quest
started to break down even more rapidly. First of all, there was no "Ghat." That can be explained though: there
was one, the people told me, but the government came and built us this nice bridge over the river instead, and destroyed it. Ah, well, no problem then and it explained why ferries couldn‘t go there anymore. I marched to the
bridge, and looked for a man with a limp or a Hardware (or maybe Grocery) store called "Lakkhan Sarkar."
Hmmm... not really seeing one. I better ask around. "What? No one has ever heard of such a store? You say,
you've lived here your whole life?" Uh-oh. I talked it over with the local Big Man, the educated bookstore owner,
who was quite helpful in helping me decide that I had better go to Plan B, after asking me the mandatory dissuasive
questions I listed above. Plan B: I march south towards the direction of Raipara, where the village is supposed to
be. Well, that sounds like work, so instead, I hire a man to bicycle-rickshaw me southwards into the adjacent forest.
(FYI- I later learned that the man with the limp's store has never been in Bandura, I know because he told me himself when I finally found him).
The buildings disappeared. The forest grew thick. The people disappeared. The road disappeared. Soon we
were on just a dusty path in the deep woods... albeit a sunny cheerful forest, with birds singing happily. Well, this is
nice. A grin grew on my face, as I realized my Dhaka Cough had disappeared in the fresh air. My grandfather's
area seemed most wonderful, though void of humans... if only I could find the correct place in this forest...
My back-up clue was that if I was not able to find The Man with the Limp, I was told that our family's temple's priest had a nephew who had a pharmacy at Bandura, and this was not the case either, but someone knew of a
pharmacist that lived in the woods and we were looking for him by name. Eventually, we came to a small collection of stores, where someone said something about going this way and that way, which I didn't understand, but
which spurred my rickshaw driver onwards. The paths in the forest are all squiggly and circular in nature. The
earth here is clay, hard clay, shaped by monsoons into deep pools and
ridges in a non-linear fashion. Banana trees and giant bamboo grow
abundant below taller wide sweeping boughs of giants. Suddenly, in the
middle of nowhere, the dusty paths became dusty parque-laid brick paths
winding their way through the forest. We got lost several times, but
eventually after following a circular spiral path inwards, we came to a
group of small houses.
In Bengal, each "House" area consists of four buildings facing
each other in a square, one being a kitchen, and one being a main sleeping place... and um..., two other buildings. So we approached the Phar(Continued on page 24)
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macist's house, but it turned out he was not the nephew of the priest... he was actually a little repulsed by the idea!
But... we were in the right place, and upon reciting my name- while the pharmacist and his brother had no recognition, an old grandmother without teeth, in a white sari emerged from the sleeping house and recited the names of
my uncles who had visited previously and the name of my grandfather and his father. The right part of the forest
had been found! In fact, one of their four bungalows shared a wall with the priest's house!
So next door I marched and met a charming married woman, who I made my "Bor-di", my big sister. The
priest came out, but his memory was fuzzy as he had just woken up, but again, an ancient... truly ancient, permanently stooped grandmother type came out and confirmed my identity. If you have seen the Satyajit Ray film,
"Pather Panchali" my village and the characters in it are EXACTLY the same. If you have not seen it, go do so, as
I cannot convey adequately in words all the experiences and textures properly, and I am afraid I will have to summarize.
After this, I visited each of the village‘s families, and having the same
experience, again and again, with the women as the keepers of memory and
gossip. And, it was unlike anything I had ever experienced, I was greeted
like a returning Prince of the Forest, with Pronam (the honorific touching of
the feet) given to me by elders, which is just 100% in reverse in my head,
and recitations of my family, and how this (the whole area and its villagers)
was my family‘s "Maatee" which I think is equivalent to estate or fief or
mother-ground. I also met the Man with the Limp, whose daughter, Chompa
Lakkhan, ambushed me on the trail with water in a jug and later strained it
for me with a sari so it would be "clean." She was an unemployed college
graduate (like many helpful people I met), and since she was the most educated, she was put in charge of conversing with me. I quickly grew a retinue
of followers. (see pic of retainers).
At each home, I was fed, given tea and water. From the beginning, I
decided that I just could not refuse the food of the Bari, even the water... so
down my gullet all the cold forest food went. I was hand-fed at each house:
sweets, fried eggplant, cucumbers, glasses and glasses of water, some that tasted like dirt, yellow mashes of vegetables, caramel colored solidified forest Ghee that tasted like heavenly butterscotch, mounds and mounds of rice,
tea and biscuits. I had told them I was a vegetarian for the trip, but even at that I had to really convince them I did
not want Bengali's favorite food, fish. I ate with my hands, as
enthusiastically as I could eat the food, while suppressing a
growing hypochondria.
Then the petitions to have my family return began in earnest, and messages given to me to bring back to my father and
his siblings. I heard complaints about the Priest and how he only
did pujas in "your father's temple" for lots of money, how the
Muslim family that occupied my family‘s house recently
knocked down some stuff, etc. My procession (which had
swelled to about literally 20 women) soon revealed the leader of
the women. Saraswoti Ranidor... a very strong woman, whose
husband had died 10 months back, had 2 small children and
ruled the other women with an iron fist- taking possession of me
by arm and leading me about from home to home throughout the forest. She has been acting as the 'priest' for the
whole area, and every Sunday she does a Shiva puja at "your father's temple" and you have to tell your father "that
a woman is doing the pujas and we need help." They showed me their small Durga, Kali, Lakshmi and Krishna
(Continued on page 25)
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Temples as well, scattered among the main collection of dwellings, which were all near deep pools (small lakes),
which they stocked with fresh water fish after the rainy season and then catch with nets. In the homes, the clay of
the earth was shaped with water to make stoves, and forest leaves were burnt for fuel. They had wood stacked up,
but I think it was saved for the rainy season when all the leaves would be soggy.
Finally, it was time to confront The Occupier, one Abdul Razzaque. Now, up to this point, and ever after
on my journey, I have noticed that all the Hindu-Muslim interactions I have seen in Bangladesh have been overwhelmingly positive and affectionate- in fact, I have found, that upon learning I am a returning Hindu, most Muslims are even more excited to help me. Abdul Razzaque, however, is a different story. The villagers did not like
him... "he was not a good man." My first clue as to why, was going to see my family's Shiva Temple, that my father has always spoken about.
It's gone. Completely. As is any memorial to my great-grandfather. Razed and obliterated by Abdul Razzaque. The Temple was quite well known, and is still listed as a highlight of the area on the internet. Gone. The
Temple I was presented with was... a cement box about 5
feet by 5 feet, with a padlocked solid door where 3 posters of
Shiva adorn empty cement walls within, and where the Shiva
Lingam was rescued by the villagers from the old Temple
and secured. The village was quite upset about it. Next, I
looked to the left where my Bari House should be, but it also
was knocked down, and a new house built by Abdul Razzaque stood. I did, however, with the help of my retainers,
get my picture with one last wall still standing, and collected
Earth from the home in some specimen containers. (see pic
of me and my Bari).
Then, despite entreaties from my retainers to turn
back, I entered the Bari-land and across the courtyard, stared
at Abdul Razzaque as he stared back at me. To describe
him, is not difficult, if one has seen the animated film, Alladin. He is Jaffar, the evil prime minister... in flowing
robes and a pointed black, grey and white beard, his hands clasped behind his back, a small cap upon his head. He
bid me to enter and we sat and took tea and grapes together, but he was in no mood for conversation, and while
polite, was clearly uncomfortable, as was I. I wanted to rush back to my people... they had followed me in, but
slowly filtered away, like birds fleeing south for the winter. Finally, Saraswoti, marched back in and announced it
was time for me to go and drug me off by force… and it was back to visiting, gossiping and telling me about the
village with the women (FYI: all the men of my village are overseas as manual labor or in Dhaka working or
looking for work).
Even though the Bari itself was not there, it was very
much like a homecoming, with great respect, deference and
joy at a Majumdar's return. It was quite unlike anything, I
could imagine- it was as if, I had come home from far away to
a family of 50 people, I had not seen in a long time. It was
most beautiful and most wonderful, and I will leave it
there at that.

